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Algorithm
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Analysis
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[AB94, KS79, LaL84, NN86, Sor89].
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CompCert [BDP14]. Compensation
[FGL94].
Compilation [ABC+21, DLR16, FK99, FL91, JLP+14, JF81, O10, PAS+15, PG21, Sit79, KMM+89, LST02, LDM07, SYN06].
Compile [AB81, GW99, Hol87, Tra08].
Compile-Time [AB81, Hol87, GW99, Tra08]. Compiler
[ABC+21, App94a, Bud84, CM86b, DK17, DEM00, FT94, FGL94, JSB+12, Rei83, Slo95, Son87, Wha94, YBL16, A02, CMLC06, DSH09, GMN99, KN06, PE08, PHEK99, SYK+05, VHK02].
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[BDF97, DDH84, HP96, Han94, BGKR09, RD97, SYN06]. Compiling
[Cha93, CH87, Fis80, Set83, VHK02].
Complementation [CFG+97]. Complete


D. [Bur91]. Data
Executable [Hob84]. Executables [YF09]. eXecute [BR10]. Execution [BNV+21, CS87, Dil90, GJ93, JW17, JNGG10, JF81, SS98, SS88, BALP06, GPA+01, TSY00, YF98].

Exemplars [LaL89]. Exemplified [DGL+79]. Exercise [Kna90, Mis81].

Exhaustive [Bur90a]. Existential [MP88]. existing [LS98]. expansion [DMP96].

Experiments [Tur84]. Explanation [Mis81]. Exploiting [KOE+06]. exploring [Wu04].

Expression-Oriented [GP81, YB87, YB88]. Expressions [BG89b, CGST95, DAW88, Fis80, Geo84, Grib82, Hen83, KS83, LdR81, PK82, Sha82, Sit79, Wat91, Dam03, NN86].

Expressive [MFRW09]. Expressiveness [WGS92, WGS93, PS96]. Extended [ABC+21, CBMO19, KGMO04]. Extending [CEW14, CMS03, MSRR00, MK94].

Extensible [LCK+22]. Extensible [HSG17, Sto04, ATD08, MBC04].

Extension [Bur90b, Coh91, WH15, Wir91, AL03, KKN06, LS08]. Extensions [Wir88].

Extent [MF88]. External [Wal80, Wal81].

Extracting [GP95]. extraction [TSL+02]. extrapolation [WM12]. Extrema [Pet82].


Failure-Free [Kar84]. Fair [BN94, PR07]. Fairness [ES97, OA88, TB95, AH98].

Families [LaL89]. Fashioned [AL94]. Fast [ADR06, DAS98, FmPsS11, HVHi07, LT79, LZR22, SR95, DR05, PE08, TP04, VBLG04, DVLM15].

Fault [CS95, Lam84, Lj99, AAE04].

Fault-Tolerance [LJ99]. Fault-Tolerant [CS95, Lam84, AAE04].

Feature [LPW01, LST02, LS08]. Feature [ASAVF19, AH10]. Feature-Specific [ASAVF19]. Feeding [PA86a]. Fence [AKNP17]. Few [HL22]. Fickle [DDDGC02, AAD+07]. field [PKH07]. field-sensitive [PKH07]. fields [PZJ05].

FIFO [FLBB89]. Final [Kam83]. Finding [KRS84, KKM09, LT79].

Fine-Grained [HL22, PBR+15, DSGF21, DNS+06].

Finite-State [AC94, Bre89, DP97, JPP91, JS94, LH91, MH04, SDF13].

First-Class [HKMN94, Han92, SDTF13, MH04].

First-Come-First-Served [Li91].

First-Enabled [ADG+94]. First-Fit [Bre89]. First-In [ADG+94]. First-Order [DP97, JPP91, JS94].

Fixed [SS98]. Fixed-Order [SS98]. Fixpoint [AC94, Qia00].

Flexible [AD98, Hud91, MMR+08, Wg98, Wi82b, dJKVS12, IV06, KMS04].

Floating [CK94, Fat82, SBB+19, Hau96, Mon08].

Floating-Point [CK94, Fat82, SBB+19, Hau96, Mon08].
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Language [ACP99, AOC++, Ano98, ABPS98, BS86, BPF16, Bo94, Bor81, BC91, DVL15, Fat82, Fea87, FFF++, GSS++18, Gud92, Hal85, HSG, JMY92, JPP91, Kae98, LVRG21, McG82, Per79, PPS79, RTD83, RSC93, Spo86, SNS++, SDD21, Tur84, Wet82, YS91, YB87, dJKVS12, van88, Bou05, BSvGF03, CFP04, DWWW08, DF98, FM99, Gro06, HBJ98, KN06, LP99, MF09, MWCG99, PPT08, PHEK99, Tra08, VHK00, WC82, YB88].

Language-Based [Kai89, RTD83].
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Lauer [GM81].

Layout [KK98, LVV++, GPW00, KF00].
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learned [VHM++01].

Learning [CGJ97a, HOYY18, JCC00, SR21].
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Least-Cost [AB81, Bac84].

Left [FKW98].

Left-Linear [FKW98].
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Let [LY98].

let [LY98].
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libraries [Dug02].
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LL [BF87].

LIVE [HL22].
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Loaded [BG99a].

Local [BDF09, CBDGF95, PT00, SDB20, TSB08, Wei99, Dan03, San96].

Locality [BAC16, MCT96, VALG05, ZSD09].

Locally [AB81, Bac84, Min84].

locating [JNGG10].

Locator [ZMVPJ17].

Lock [GEGP17, KS10].

Lock-Free [GEGP17].

lock-freedom [KS10].

locking [AFF06].

LOCKSMITH [FFH11].

Logic [AS89, AFV98, Apt81, BNN00, BGL93, BL03, BCD90, BDJ13, BMR94, CS04, CES86, CFM94, DW99, De89, DL93, De95, DLP++, JPP91, Kar84, LIN98, Lam94, MW84, MSJ94, MNG91, PZ22, SS98, Sok87, TK94, TD95, dH82].
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Loaded [BG99a].
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Locality [BAC16, MCT96, VALG05, ZSD09].

Locally [AB81, Bac84, Min84].

locating [JNGG10].

Locator [ZMVPJ17].

Lock [GEGP17, KS10].

Lock-Free [GEGP17].

lock-freedom [KS10].

locking [AFF06].

LOCKSMITH [FFH11].

Logic [AS89, AFV98, Apt81, BNN00, BGL93, BL03, BCD90, BDJ13, BMR94, CS04, CES86, CFM94, DW99, De89, DL93, De95, DLP++, JPP91, Kar84, LIN98, Lam94, MW84, MSJ94, MNG91, PZ22, SS98, Sok87, TK94, TD95, dH82].

Local [BG89a].

Locality [AB81, Bac84, Min84].

Load [KPF95].

Loaded [BG99a].

Local [BDF09, CBDGF95, PT00, SDB20, TSB08, Wei99, Dan03, San96].
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O [ABPS98, Car95]. Object [DF84, HU96, KH92, Ryu16, Ste22, WC90, WC91, BSvGF03, DMM01, DDDCG02, FM99, GPWZ08, HBM+06, JPS+08, LPS004, Piq96, WJS+00]. Object-Based [KH92]. Object-Oriented [HU96, Ryu16, Ste22, BSvGF03, DMM01, JPS+08, WJS+00]. Objects [AM85, CJK95, HF87, HW90, Her93, SM89, VHB+97, Wal80, Wal81, Win84, GPV07, HBJ96, KF00, Sto04, WJS+00, SKU95]. obligations [DSW11]. Observability [Gaz83]. Observation [LWR21]. Observations [Sha82]. Obsidian [COE+20]. Occur [AP94]. Occur-Check-Free [AP94]. Octagons [GMN+21]. Off [SBB+19]. Offline [CG04, GJ05]. Old [AL94]. Old-Fashioned [AL94]. Omnisemantics [CCEG23].
On-Line [Bal94]. On-The-Fly
[CF95, BA84, URJ18, LP06, PBK+07]. One
[Bak82, BG89b, VHM+01]. One-Pass
[Bak82], one-way [VHM+01]. online
[CG04, HVDH07]. only [PZJ05]. OO
[RSPS23]. Opacity [QG95]. OpenJDK
[YW22]. Operating
[HLH+23, HM84, BCP08]. Operational
[BLRS12, Han94, MF09]. Operations
[AKBLN89, CK94, Lee86, LS79]. Operator
[CSV01, Hen83, LdR81]. Operators
[Ive79, She91]. Optimal
[BOV85, CGST95, FK85, JCMMA9, KRS94, Lar95, PB97,
Hai98, JNZ06, KSV96, MSRR00]. optimality [CP96]. Optimally
[BL94a]. Optimistic
[PM04]. Optimization
[Bee94, BBC16, Blo94, BAC16, BT93, DF84,
DP97, DDH84, Dha91, DSS88, FOW87,
HG93, HOY98, Pem93, PP94, RR98,
SS92, Sor98, TvS82, Web95, Ass00, BHK07,
KBC+99, KF03, PE08, TVA07, ZP10, CG95,
LaL84, OKN06]. Optimizations
[CC95, JSB+12, CGS+03, CKT86, GMP+00,
SYK+05]. optimize [DMM01, VBLG04].
Optimized
[CM93, Cop94, Hen82, WST85, DS98, UM02].
Optimizer [DF80, FSS83, DF81].
Optimizers [Gie83]. Optimizing
[CEG07, KMM+98, LSR05, MLS0, NSZS13,
QR00, BGG09]. Or-Parallel [GJ93].
orchestration [PE08]. Order
[AC94, AD08, Bar84, CJK95, DP97,
DJP+16, JPP91, JS94, SS98, BBTS07,
DF11, FPS19, SKS11, SV9, SP97].
Ordering [FSSH23, GS99]. Organization
[Han81a]. Oriented
[Bor81, Dar90, Eil82, FFP+18, GTWA14,
GKL94, GP81, HU96, Ryu16, SM81, Ste22,
Tur84, YB87, YB88, BsvGF03, DWW08,
DMM01, JPS+08, WKD04, WP10, WJS+00].
origins [San09]. OSI [CFD9P89]. Output
[Ber80, BS83]. overhead [KOE+07].
overhead [BP12, SS96]. overlaid [SWU10].
Overload [Bak82]. overloading [SS05b].
Overview [AOC+88]. ownership
[DDM11, SS96]. Oz [VHB+97].
Package [Hil88]. Paper [GM81]. Parallel
[ANP89, BG22, BOV5, BO94, BE13,
Cha93, CGST95, CMN91, CL94, DS83,
Fos96, GLO88, GJ93, GPA+01, HCHP92,
HIT97, JF81, Kna90, LHR91, Mis94,
NSZS13, OA88, Rau94, SS88, VMLY22,
BBYG+05, CG86, GB99, HBJ98, KSV96,
LK02, MVV+01, RR03, YF98]. Parallelism
[Bur84, GP95, KSV96, NB99, PW94,
TCVB14, YBL16], Parallelization
[BAC16, BDJ13, PP94, BlBH09, HAM+05].
Parallelizing [HP96, ME97, RD97].
Parameter [Gaz83, Zho96].
Parameterization [TWW82].
Parameterized
[CG97b, CK93, Gaz83, RKS12].
Parametric
[HFC09, MMG92, SRW02, IV06].
Parametricities [DPP22]. Parenthesis
[AS80]. Parlog [CG86]. Parsed [Wad90].
Parser [DDH84, JP17, LaL84, SS82].
Parsers [BN99, LaL81, MYD95, PK80,
CPRT02, SJ06, ST00b]. Parsing
[CH87, DMM88, Fis80, GM79, Lar95, RH87,
Sam80, WG98, KCO1]. Part
[LaL81, PA85, PA86a, PA86b, Aopt81].
Partial [AFV98, CP17, CK93, DS88,
Gom92, KCL+99, Sor98, ADR06, BP12,
CG04, GJ05, LMD98, Leu04, ST00b].
Partially [BLH12, Kob98, RRSY08].
partially-flow-sensitive [RYS08].
partitioning [RM07, YF09]. Parts [Son87].
Pascal [LS79]. Pass [Bak82, BM04].
Passing [BDM15, GAZ83, SS84, VMLY22,
CSW06, Gor04, Zho96]. Passive [AKP94].
past [PM09]. Path
[Bl94, CJGP18, SMP10]. path-length
[SMP10]. Patient [FFF+18].
Patient-Oriented [FFF+18]. Pattern
[EGP14, ADR06, Jay04, MTSS09, Van06]
.Pattern-Based [EGP14]. Patterns [GH80].
PDS [Han81b]. PEAK [PE08]. Peephole [DF80, DF81, Pem83, TvS82]. PegaSys [MH86]. Pennello [Sag86]. Perfect [Duc08].
process-oriented [WP10]. Processes [AfDr80, Bag89, FDY12, HM84, KS79, MW84, MC82b, Oss83, RY88, Sou84, TY18, dBB85, AE09, KS10, Ber80, Moi83].

Processing [GH80, HSG17, Rei83].

Processor [BG89b, Bud84].

Processors [GLR83, Per79, LPP01, ZP10].

Product [EMH20, RTP17].

Production [Wad90].

Productivity [Sij89].

Profile [BHM+07, YUW02].

Profile-based [BHM+07].

Profiling [ASAVF19, BL94a, SP97].

Program [Bal94, BNN22, Bar85, BAL07, BKB80, Col84, DKKL18, Der85, FPS19, Fea82, FOW87, FT94, FL91, HSP83, HKR94, HSD22, HLH+23, Jen97, JICO19, KKW14, KWL09, Lam83, Lam88, LFF14, LWR21, MS83, MW80, Mis81, Nie85, PP94, PPS79, Rem81, RPT17, SBS22, TSY00, Wad90, Wey83, ZSD09, Ass00, DDD05, GZ04, KF03, LH08, NL13, Pan01, RAB+07, SLC03, WZ07, WN08, YF09, DKV07].

Programming [AGT89, Ano18, AR84, ABPS98, BS86, BPP16, BHM+19, BL94a, Bir84, Bor81, BMPT94, BWP87, BCEM15, CHY12, COE+20, CL94, Dar90, DFR15, DGL+79, Dug99, FFF+18, Fos96, FL15, GTPA14, Har80, HKR94, HSD22, HLH+23, Jen97, JICO19, KKW14, KWL09, Lam83, Lam88, LFF14, LWR21, MS83, MW80, Mis81, Nie85, PP94, PPS79, Rem81, RPT17, SBS22, TSY00, Wad90, Wey83, ZSD09, Ass00, DDD05, GZ04, KF03, LH08, NL13, Pan01, RAB+07, SLC03, WZ07, WN08, YF09, DKV07].

Programming-in-the-Large [MK94].

Program [Aww95, AK87, AFV98, AB20, AR80, AP94, AC94, BL94a, Ban87, BGL93, BC85a, BC85b, Bes94, BCD90, BE94, BE13, BEF+16, CR87, CB80, CM86a, Chat83, CFNH18, CFG19, CEW14, CMN91, Cha80, CFM94, CS87, DSFG21, DL18, DGM97, DW89, Deb89, DL93, Deb95, DP97, Di90, EMH20, EGP14, FJK+17, FNBG20, GG85, GM81, Har80, HCP92, HPR89, How80, HIT97, ISY88, ITF+22, JBBK18, JW17, Jon83, JF81, Kna90, Lam79, LS83, MSJ94, ML21, MTK21, MRGP20, MH86, Mye18, NSZS13, OA88, OL82, PS92, QL91, Rao94, SS98, Sch82, SS81, SS88, TOUH21, TN19, VMLY22, Ven95, Wad90, Web95, Wil82a, AE01, AA04, BCG+07, CSW06, CSS99, DP99, DSV99, DS98, DMMO1, EGM01, GM12, GHB+96, GH7, GPA+01, Hau96, HPMS00, JPS+08, KS96].

programs [LMD98, Leu04, LS09, MF09, NRO6, PM06, RKRR04, RR03, San96, VJB12, WM12, YS10, Yn11, dHB+96, Bir84, Lam80].

PROLOG [LV94, AP94, AB94, BC91, CH87, FA93, GPA+01, MWWB94, NF89, Zho96].

Promotion [Bir84, Bir85].

Proof [AfDr80, BDJ13, FRW90, GL80, Moi83, Sag86, SS84, Sok87, Wad90, Wey83, ZSD09, Ass00, DDD05, GZ04, KF03, LH08, NL13, Pan01, RAB+07, SLC03, WZ07, WN08, YF09, DKV07].

Proof-Directed [BDJ13].

Proofs [AP86, BC85a, CM86b, JW17, LY98, OSS83, GR5K+11].

Propagation [SR95, WZ91, Apt00, CP96, SS05a, SS08, SS09].

Properties [ACW90, AS89, CIJGP18, Kar84, LM18, OL82, RY88, TB95, WE89, YS10].

Prophecy [LM22].

Proposed [Fat82].

prossima [MP10b].

Protected [PAS+15, WJS+00].

Protocol [SL92, YS97].

Protools [MB83, BFGT08, SS96].

Prototype [WCW90, WCW91].

Prototypes [HW82].

Provably [SDB20, GB99].

Provenance [ZSS20].

provenly [AAD+07].

Proving [DGMP97, GC86, Hen86, Kar84, Lam79, Lam80, OL82].

Pruning [BN99].

PSG [BS86].

PSO [FSH23].

publish [Eug07].

publish/subscribe [Eug07].

Pure [BNN18, HU96, Pip97, Tar07].

Purpose [App94b, HSS+14, Spo86].

Pushdown [CBO19].

PYE [TN19].

Reproduction [Lam87, RF97, Wal80, Wal81, BGP99].

Representations [Mul92].

Representation-Independent [Wad90, Wan82, Mil85].

Resilient [GHH+19]. Resolution [Wal81, Bak82]. Resolved [Wad90, Wal82, Mil85].

Rivieres [CGG92]. Rings [MTK21, Pea21].

RustHorn [MTK21].

SA [HCW82]. S/SL [HCW82]. Safe [AWW95, Dug02, JW17, LMM21, PG21, SDB20, AFF06, BSvGF03, LS03, Loc13, NCH+05, SA00, ZCG+07, MH06, SHB+07].


Satisiability [FSPH23, AX07]. satisfying [Van96a, Van96b]. Saturn [AX07].

Scalability [TCP+17]. Scalable [FT94, GKM20, ZSS20, AX07].

ScalaExtrap [WM12]. ScalaExtrap [ZSS20].


Section [Müll21, Wol92]. Secure [ABC+21, BCEM15, PAS+15, PG21, BBF+11, HY07].

Securably [RB94]. Securing [BNV+21].


Semantic [AAC+10, AW95, GGL15, LCK+22, ML21, MH06, HCW82].

Semantics [ABHI+11, Ans87, AB94, AW82, BGL93, Ber94, BLRS12, Bou88, Boy10, CPS03, CD79, FA93, GM81, Gud92, Han94, JPP91, Kai89].
Mul92, NF89, Set83, Sou84, WM95, Wan82, dBBB85, ACE96, BMR01, Bou06, GZ04, MF09, PCJD08, SWU10, SJ03, Tar07, WKD04).

Semantics-Based
[BGL93, CPS93, PCJD08].

Semantics-Directed [Han94, Set83].

Semaphore [CR87].

Semiring [BMR01].

Semiring-based [BMR01].

Send [Gor04].

Send-receive [Gor04].

Sensitive [OLH+16, HBS22, PKH07, Ram00, Rep00, RRSY08].

Sensitivity [FL15, KRR18, LTMS20].

Separating [DDM11, Ste22].

Separation [BDJ13, DJP+16, OYR09, BBTS07, PZ22].

Separators [GSO94].

Sequences [GSW95, LWR21].

Session-Based [TY18].

Sessions [TY21].

Set [Sha82, FF99].

set-based [FF99].

SETL [DGL+79, FSS83, SSS81].

Sets [DP82, DPPR00].

Setting [Lin79, Nie85, HL05].

SHA [App15].

SHA-256 [App15].

shape [GCRN11, JLR50, JB06, SRW98, SRW02].

shape-analysis [SRW98].

shaping [HS11].

Share [SS88].

Shared [Cha93, FLBB89, KH92, KRS88, LB22, Pet83b, Dug02, HB93, TSY00, BC91].

Shared-Memory [Cha93, TSY00].

Sharing [CSS99, Lam87].

SHErrLoc [ZMVPJ17].

Shift [BN99, MYD95].

Shift-Reduce [BN99, MYD95].

Short [Sag86].

Should [LP99].

Side [Boe85, KWL09, RLS+01, TAO8b].

side-effect [RLS+01].

sign [KKN06].

signal [BH05b].

Signatures [BR97].

Signedness [GNS+15].

similar [AE98].

Simple [Boe85, GLO88, JP17, LM22, SH89].

simpler [BKRW98, BKRW05].

Simplification [LZ92, NO79].

Simula [Lam80].

Simulation [AMT14, Bar81, Bor81, LFF14, HQR02].

Single [BM94, CFR+91, JKB18, GPF08].

Single-Assignment [BM94].

Single-Threaded [JB1B8].

Sit [AKNP17].

situations [WN08].

Size [BA08, BEE+16, JB20, Lee09, LDK+96].

Size-change [BA08, Lee09].

Sized [DG19].

Sketches [HSD22].

Slicing [AB20, AHJR14, CF94, DLI8, GH97, HRB90, ML21, Mye18, Ven95, WZ07, BHK07, GE07, NR06, RAB+07, WR08, GZ05].

SLR [BS88, Tai79].

Small [BNV+21, FLBB89, LH91, Pet83b].

Smart [Tic86].

Smarter [SK88, Tic88].

Smooth [CEG23, JF81].

Soft [WC97].

Software [ACM11, AW85, Ber94, DAW88, HSS+14, How80, JW17, PXL95, PPS79, Pur94, Wal92, YBL16, CTT07, HN05, LS98, ME97, NCH+05, RDG08, SHB+07, SMR10].

Software-Defined [Wal92].

Soininen [LaL84].

Soisalon [LaL84].

Soisalon-Soininen [LaL84].

Solution [ADG+94, DS88, Gho93, Pet83b, Sor89, WP10].

Solving [GS11, HLH19, HSD22, NSTD+15, SRW98].

Some [AB94, AK82, Sha82, Sor89].

Sometimes [Gri79].

Sound [LLK+17, LCK+22, RSPS23].

Soundness [Sok87].

source [HBG+09].

Space [BP12, BB79, FLBB89, JP81, NB99, RD87, YF98, LS09, SS05a, SA00].

Space-Efficient [JP81, NB99].

Space/time [YF98].

Space/time-efficient [YF98].

spaces [JLF02].

Span [LS80, Rob79].

Span-Dependent [LS80, Rob79].

Spanning [GHS83].

Sparse [OHL+14].

Spatial [NSTD+15].

Special [Ahm20, Mül21, Wol92, Yos22, Sag07].

Specialization [AHJR14, BCP08, GJ05, HT04, SLC03].
specialization-point [GJ05]. Specializing [BCD90]. Specific [ASAVF19, Gie83, Tra08].


Time-Constrained [Zic94, LPP01].

Time-Critical [PS93].

time-efficient [GB99, YF98].

Time-sensitive [HBS22].

Timed [Zic94].

Timeout [Lam84].

Timing [LJ99].

Tokenization [Rep98].

Tolerance [LJ99].

Tolerant [CS95, Lam84, AE04].

Tool [CPS93].

Toolkit [BDFH97].

toolkits [VHM+01].

Tools [van88].

Top [SZLY21].

Top-down [SZLY21].

TOPLAS [Ano18, TGT20, MP10a, MP10b].

topology [DDM11].

Tortoise [Dan23].

Total [San96].

Trace [ABC+21, FGL94, WGS92, Ban11, RM07, SJ03, WGS93, WM12].

Trace-Based [WGS92, WGS93, WM12].

Trace-relating [ABC+21].

traces [HBM+06, WR08].

Tracing [BL94a, DLR16, MMM+07].

tradeoffs [ZGZ05].

Trailing [VR95].

Traits [DNS+06].

Transaction [URJ18, ABHI11, CFP+04].

Transactions [Ano18, HKMN94, TGT20].

Transducer [DVL15].

Transducer-Based [DVL15].

Transformation [BK80, Foa82, FL91, NSZS13, Wat91, RKKR04, San96, TSY00, WZ07].

Transformational [BDFH97, Bir84, Bir85, DS82, OA88, RC03].

Transformations [Bar85, EGM01, Geo84, Ldr81, Lff14, MS83, MCT96, Nie85, FGM+07a, KWL09, MOS07a, VAL95, WS97, Hen83, NN86].

Transformers [Lam90, MMS96, MBBT09].

TransformGen [GKL94].

Transforming [AWP95, BE94].

Transition [PR07].

Translation [AK87, BK11, Kat84, Son87, AAD+07, BGK90, DP99, RC03].

Transmission [HL82].

Transparently [JSB+12].

Transport [Min84].

transpose [CRN+08].

Traversals [LPSO04].

Treatment [YB87, YB88].

Tree [AGT89, BOV85, BW91, DVL15, DS83, Han81a, Hen83, Ldr81, FGM+07a].

Trees [Com80, GSS83, MT80, Sip82, Wad90, ACM11, SGL97].

TreeWidth [CLJGP18, CGG+19].

trick [DMP96].

Truth [BDH+16].

TSL [LR13].

TSO [FSH23].

tuning [GMM99, PE08].

Tuples [Ren81].

Two [BO94, CDFP98, DPP22, GPWZ08, TY21, FM0PS11].

two-dimensional [GPWZ08].

two-variable [FMO011].

Type [Bur90b, Car95, CEW14, Czh91, CZ84, DUG02, Dug07, HHPW96, HM93, Hen93, KPS92, KTM93, KR01, Lan80, LO94, LST02, LY98, LP00, MRG92, MP88, NGB13, Pad19, PO95, SA99, SM89, Ste22, TWW82, TGT18, TGT20, Van06, VMLY22, Wal80, Wi11, Wir88, WC97, BSvGF03, BCG+07, FJKA06, FMO07b, FM99, FO08, GZ07, GMZ00, H007, HDH02, HY07, KF10, KS10, NP08, NCH+05, PT00, STSP05, TFK+11, TZ07, Wal81, Wir91].

Type-based [Eug07, LP00, BCG+07].

Type-Driven [TGT18, TGT20].

Type-Extension [Coh91, Wir91].

Type-Graphs [KPS92].

Type-preserving [LST02].

Type-Safe [Dug02, BSvGF03, NCH+05].

Typechecking [CL95, MBC04].

Typed [ACPP91, Geo84, GDF23, Kob98, NN86, WCM00, AAR+10, LP99, MWC99].

Typed-Untyped [GDF23].

Types [AFF06, AC93, BG22, BB94, BCCM15, DDMP22, DPP22, DSS85, EO80, FFLQ08, GEGP17, HL82, Hes88, Jen97, Kam83, KBP22, LALS9, LO94, LBN17, LOE87, Mal82, Miq19, MP88, WL85, Wei89, Wei90, AM01, BBF+11, Dam03, DD11, DMM01, Gro06, GPV07, HVP05, IV06, MME+10, PS96, Pal98, ST033, SP07].

Typestate [COE+20, GTWA14].

Typestate-Oriented [GTWA14].

Typing [ACPP91, DG19, Dug99, GGSV22, RM10, SV96].

ultimate [PS08].

Ultracomputers [SCH80].

Unassigned [Win84].

Unbounded
Undecidability [Ram94, Rep00, Cha02].
undecidable [Ram00].
Understanding [ST00a, Lee86].
Unidirectional [Pet82].

Unidirectional [Pet82].

Understanding [ST00a, Lee86].

Understanding [ST00a, Lee86].

Understanding [ST00a, Lee86].

Understanding [ST00a, Lee86].

Understanding [ST00a, Lee86].

Understanding [ST00a, Lee86].

Understanding [ST00a, Lee86].

Understanding [ST00a, Lee86].
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X [OLH+16, MSM+16]. X-Sensitive [OLH+16]. X10 [GHH+19]. XARK [ATD08]. XML [HVP05, HFC09]. XSL [MOS07a].

Years [Apt81].

ZGC [YW22]. Zones [GMN+21].
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